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IMTRODUCTIOH

The technological advances in magnet systems for plasma

confinement and in heating systems have played a crucial role in the

achievement of reactor-level plasma conditions in many present-day

experimental devices.

The need for auxiliary heating methods to heat plasmas to high

temperatures has stimulated the development of neutral beam injection

(NBI) systems and radio-frequency (RF) wave generating systems. These

systems have proven effective in realising significant plasma

temperature increases and in sustaining toroidal plasma currents in

tokamaks. In the first section of this article, the fundamental

components of a neutral injector are described and the requirements for

a fusion reactor identified. In the second section, the three

principal wave frequency regimes where wave-plasma interactions take

place are identified, and the sources and launching structures

associated with each regime are briefly described.

Another essential technology in magnetic fusion energy research is

the magnet programme. The focus here is on the development of

superconducting magnets that will form the technological base for the

eventual fusion reactor designs. The status of this area of research

is presented in the third section of this article.

Finally, in the fourth section, safety and tritium handling

considerations that can have an impact in the design of magnetic fusion

reactors are identified.

NEUTRAL BEAM HEATING [1]

Neutral beams have proven effective in heating plasmas to very

high temperatures in present-day tokamaks and other confinement

devices. Beam particles injected into a plasma become ionised and

collisionally lose their energy to the plasma electrons and ions.

Successful experiments have been carried out in tokamaks with injection

either along the magnetic field lines or perpendicular to them.

However, concerns about beam penetration in reactor-grade plasmas may

limit injection to perpendicular angles only. In the Princeton Large

Torus (PLT) tokamak, ion temperatures in excess of 7 keV were achieved

with 3 MW of injected power.
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Neutral Beam Injection Systems — Description, Status, and Trends

To date, neutral beam Injectors have been developed that deliver

several megawatts of power at energies of up to 120 keV for pulse

lengths of 0.5 s with current densities of about 0.3 A/cm2 producing

beams with low angular divergence (< 1s). A basic neutral injector

consists of a plasma generator or ion source, an accelerator, a

neutraliser, a separation magnet, ion dumps and calorimeters, and a

vacuum system (Fig. 1).

Plasma generator — Plasma generators with pulses of up to 0.5 s

are routinely built. When the pulse length exceeds the thermal time

constant of the filaments that form the cathode, the lifetime and

characteristics of the filaments are adversely affected. This has been

the principal limitation for multisecond pulse operation. Methods of

indirectly heating the cathodes to extend the pulse length are being

pursued but have not achieved the necessary current density so far.

Accelerators — Improvement in accelerator design has reduced the

beam divergence to about 0.5°. Accelerators have been subjected to

long pulse (5- to 10-s) operation with no deterioration of beam optics,

but only at current densities a factor of 2 below the desired levels.

Neutraliser — The design requires that the neutraliser dimensions

and gas feed be sufficient to provide an adequate line density for

near-equilibrium neutralisation, which increases with beam energy.

Separation magnet — A magnet is used to deflect the unneutralised

ion3 onto water-cooled dumps. For long pulse operation, the magnet

design may need to defocus the beam to reduce the peak power density at

the dump.

Ion dumps — The ion dumps are targets for the oncoming

unneutralised ion beam. They are set at a grazing angle to reduce the

deposited power density. With increasing beam powers, thermal fatigue

and sputtering are important concerns in the design.

Vacuum system — Cryocondensation pumps have been effective in

meeting the pumping needs of present-day injectors. In a reactor

environment, neutrons that thermally heat the liquid helium panels can

have a serious impact.
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Energy Recovery Scheme

Positive-ion-based NBI systems can only be viable in reactor

scenarios if the energy of the unneutralised beam component can be

recovered. To do this, the unneutralised beam travels across a weak

magnetic field that reflects electrons back to the neutraliser and then

is decelerated to the same potential as the acceleration voltage. The

electron suppression is necessary to avoid a serious drain at the

positive ion deceleration stage.

Negative Ion Beam Injectors

Neutral beam particles with energies of >100 keV are required for

reactor heating purposes. In this range, the neutralising efficiency

of negative-ion-based systems may be acceptable.

The surface conversion method to generate negative ion beams looks

to be the most promising. The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory is

presently developing a multicusp source based on this method [2]. A

concave copper converter is biased to -300 V. Positive hydrogen or

deutei ium (H+ or D+) ions of a plasma are accelerated across the sheath

towavus the converter. The negative ions generated are then

accelerated back across the sheath by the same potential. The exit

aperture is flanked by two magnets with a field B of about 100 G, which

is strong enough to reflect electrons but weak enough not to alter the

negative ion trajectories significantly (Fig. 2). Adding cesium to the

discharge in the generator can reduce the work function of the copper

surface and enhance the negative ion yield. To date, 0.5 A has been

extracted from the source under dc conditions. Beam optics and other

technical limitations require significant improvement for reactor-grade

negative ion systems to become feasible.

RADIO-FREQUENCY WAVE GENERATING SKTEMS [3, *»3

Radio-frequency (RF) waves have been considered for bulk heating

of plasmas, for driving current in inherently pulsed devices like

tokamaks, for plasma preionisation and generation, and for impurity

control. The interaction of waves with plasmas tends to concentrate in

three different frequency regimes. These are the ion cyclotron (ICRF;

5 MHz < u < 100 MHz), the lower hybrid (LHRF? 0.2 GHz < u < 5 GHz), and
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the electron cyclotron (ECRF; 20 GHz < to < 200 GHz) resonance fre-

quencies.

Status

Effective ion heating was demonstrated with ICRF when a 1.5-keV

temperature increment was achieved on the PLT tokamak with 3.2 MW.

This corresponds to a figure of merit of 3-6 keV x 1013 cnT3/MW. A

similar figure of merit was obtained in the Tokamak Fontenay-aux-Roses

(TFR) in France. The heating was accomplished at the ion-ion hybrid

resonance, which is located close to the minority species ion cyclotron

layer.

Bulk ion heating has also been accomplished with LHRF, but it has

not been as successful as ICRF. On the other hand, at low plasma

densities, LHRF has driven a 1 kA/kW toroidal current. This quantity

degrades at higher density. The density limit at which degradation

occurs will be investigated on PLT and is theoretically supposed to be

higher at larger wave frequencies. Current drive is accomplished by

phasing the wave launchers to produce a travelling wave in the toroidal

direction with a sufficient parallel index of refraction n|( (= 1 /v_h,,,

the inverse phase velocity) to couple wave energy to the electrons.

Electron heating has been obtained with ECRF but only at low powers and

for short pulses. However, ECRF has been effective in preionising

plasmas in the Impurity Study Experiment (ISX-B) tokamak. High power

O1-MW), long pulse (5-s) ECRF operation is planned in the Doublet III

(Dili) tokamak.

Ion Cyclotron Resonance Frequency

The dispersion relation in the cold plasma approximation has two

branches in the vicinity of the ion cyclotron resonance frequency: (1)

the slow electrostatic wave with an electric field polarisation in the

ion cyclotron direction, which unfortunately only propagates when its

frequency is below the ion cyclotron frequency, so it can only be

launched from the relatively inaccessible high magnetic field side in a

tokamak, and (2) the fast magnetosonic wave, which can be launched from

either the high or the low field side but has an electric field

polarisation in the electron cyclotron direction. However, when a

small fraction of the plasma ions are of a different species, the wave
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polarisation near the majority ion-minority ion hybrid resonance layer

(which for small enough minority concentrations is located near the

minority ion cyclotron layer) is significantly altered, allowing for

cyclotron absorption by the minority ions. Successful heating with the

fast wave using this approach has been achieved in the PLT and TFR

tokamaks. Finite temperature effects can also reorient the wave

electric field polarisation to allow damping at the second cyclotron

harmonic.

ICRF wave generators; antennas — One of the main advantages in the

ICRF range is the commercial availability of wave generators. The

available power below 120 MHz is 600 kW continuous wave (cw) per tube;

and between 120 and 200 MHz it is 500 kW per tube. The ICRF waves are

"-itted at inductive loop antennas (Fig. 3). Faraday strips are placed

in the toroidal direction above the antenna to shield any toroidal

electric field and thus guarantee that the wave propagating into the

plasma has an electric field mainly perpendicular to the static

magnetic field. Ceramic insulators are used in conjunction with the

Faraday shields to prevent plasma particles causing breakdown at the

antenna (Fig. 4).

Reactor considerations — Reactors are large enough that waveguides

may carry ICRF waves to the plasma. This transmission system has not

been tested so far for waves in the ICRF range. If antennas are used,

they have the disadvantage of being located close to the plasma and

therefore subjected to a thermal flux of 10-15 MW/m2 and a neutron

fluence of 1016 n/cm2/s. The materials for the insulators and shields

must withstand this dosage over the lifetime of the reactor.

Lower hybrid resonance frequency — The dispersion relation for

waves near the lower hybrid frequency also has a fast and a slow

(electrostatic) branch. The slow wave has been used to heat ions in a

tokamak, but it has been less effective than the ICRF fast wave.

However, when the parallel index of refraction is sufficiently high,

the slow wave can couple its energy to the electrons through a process

called parallel Landau damping, and this has been exploited to drive a

toroidal current in tokamaks.
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Lower hybrid generator and launching structures — The most widely

used source of lower hybrid waves is the klystron developed by Varian

(Fig. 5). The PLT klystron delivers 450 kW CW at 2.45 GHz with 50J

efficiency, and the Alcator-C klystron operates at 250 kW CW and 4.6

GHz with 45? efficiency. A waveguide grill that consists of several

contiguous individual waveguides is used to transmit the lower hybrid

wave? from the source to the plasma. One of the limitations to this

form of heating is the amount of power that can be transmitted through

the waveguide without breakdown. The major causes of breakdown are

attributed to "outgassing" from the guide walls and "multipacting,"

which is an enhancement of the secondary electron emission from the

walls due to the waves. Titanium is often used because it has a low

secondary electron emission coefficient, but unfortunately it also has

the property of absorbing large quantities of gas. Another important

consideration is the location of the waveguide vacuum window. If it is

located close to the plasma, it is subjected to bombardment by plasma

particles. If it is located far from the plasma, the electron

cyclotron layer can lie in the vacuum section of the guide, which can

lead to breakdown susceptibility.

Reactor considerations — For a reactor, 50 MW of RF heating may be

required. Thus efficient sources in the range of 1 MW CW will be

needed. The identification of waveguide materials that have low

secondary electron emission and absorb only small quantities of gas is

also an important consideration.

Electron cyclotron frequency - The electromagnetic wave around the

electron cyclotron range with an electric field parallel to the static

magnetic field is referred to as the ordinary mode and can propagate

from either the high field or the low field side. The wave in the same

range that has an electric field perpendicular to the static magnetic

field is termed the extraordinary wave. It has a polarisation opposite

to the electron cyclotron direction, but it can be absorbed directly at

the cyclotron layer due to polarisation alteration by finite

temperature and finite kn (parallel wave number) effects. It is

accessible only from the high field side. Propagation of the ordinary

and extraordinary modes is only possible if the plasma density is below

a certain value proportional to the square of the wave frequency. In
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the reactor regime, the Implication is a requirement of wave

frequencies in the 120- to 200-GHz range.

The gyrotron is the source that generates RF waves in the electron

cyclotron regime. A 3imple diagram shows that electrons emitted from a

gun gain rotational momentum in a region of increased magnetic field

and then pass through a cavity that is resonant with a TEQ2 mode

(Fig. 6). On entering an up-taper output guide, the electrons are

removed by fringing magnetic fields. The RF wave continues through a

waveguide to be launched into the plasma. Experiments at low power

(100 kW) at 28 GHz have been carried out in the ISX-B and JFT-2

tokamaks and in the ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT). Varian recently completed

successful tests of a 200-kW, cw, 60-GHz source. Corrugated waveguides

or waveguides with periodic axisymmetric wall perturbations eliminate

spurious TMi;L or TEQJ (j * 1) modes.

THE MAGNET PROGRAMME [5]

The development of superconducting magnets is essential in the

long-range future of economical fusion power. Still, the copper

magnets of the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) contribute to the

development of much of the structural and electromechanical base. The

Mirror Fusion Test Facility (MFTF-B) and the Large Coil Program (LCP)

will provide the superconducting magnet development base for the large

plasma confinement projects that are being considered in the path

towards fusion power.

The Mirror Magnet Programme

The mirror magnet programme has been at the forefront of

superconducting magnet development. The MFTF-B tandem mirror consists

of end cell coils with 7.5-T peak fields at the winding and central

cell coils with peak fields less than 2 T (Fig. 7). The conductor must

contain sufficient copper and helium coolant to satisfy "unconditional

stability." During a temperature excursion above the critical

temperature of the superconductor, the current will flow through the

copper, and the cooling capacity must be sufficient to bring the

temperature down to superconducting operation. In MFTF-B, there is 6.7

times as much copper as NbTi superconductor, and 25? of the winding

cross section is reserved for helium coolant. Materials have very
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little heat capacity at liquid helium temperatures, so the heat

generated through friction by mechanical motion of the conductors can

cause a significant temperature rise. Mylar slip planes are utilised

to minimise heat inputs at structure interfaces. Good insulation

distributed through the winding is also necessary to avoid

superconductor magnet failure. For future mirror reactors, winding

fields of 12-15 T will be required. To generate fields of this

magnitude, NbTi conductors must operate at 1.8 K; NbgSn conductors can

operate at 1.5 K. However, NbgSn conductors are susceptible to

brittleness.

Tokamak Magnet Development

The tokamak consists of three intertwined magnetic systems: the

toroidal field system, the poloidal field system, and the plasma

position and shaping system. Present-day tokamak coils utilise copper,

but viable tokamak reactor concepts will require superconducting coils.

Nevertheless, many of the structural problems in superconducting

magnets are inherent also to copper magnets. The toroidal field

produced by the toroidal field coils is inversely proportional to the

distance from the major axis. The resulting asymmetric loading around

the coils produces a large net inward force, which, when supported from

the inside, induces high shear stresses between layers of each coil. A

D-shaped coil reduces these stresses naturally. In addition, the

interaction with the poloidal field system gives rise to forces out of

the plane of each toroidal field coil. In the TFTR, which has circular

toroidal field coils, about 80% of the in-plane and out-of-plane loads

are taken by wedging "shear" panels at the outside and only 20% by the

inner support structure. For the D-shaped coils in the Joint European

Torus (JET) tokamak, the out-of-plane loads are taken by an outer

support shell tied to intercoil structures at the top and bottom of che

machine. A summary of the coil characteristics of the TFTR, JET, and

JT-60 tokamaks appears in Table I. The pulsed nature of tokamaks

require the consideration of induced voltages (in the 20- to 50-kV

range) and high cycle mechanical fatigue in the design of the magnet

systems.
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Poloidal Field System Development

The poloidal field system that drives the plasma current in a

tokamak is pulsed. If a 50-kA conductor is used as a typical central

coil in the system, it is exposed to a bipolar field swing from +7.5 T

to -7.5 T in a time period of 1-5 s. This results in two types of

losses: (1) a hysteresis loss in the superconducting portion of the

conductor, and (2) eddy current and coupling losses in the normal

metal. These losses are in the range of 0.25% of the stored energy in

a 1-s pulse. For a large device that stores 2 x 109 J, this represents

a 50-MJ loss, sufficient to boil off 3 x 105 L of helium. Losses can

be reduced by dividing the conductor into many small strands. Slower

bipolar swings reduce eddy current losses. Cryogenic stability is

ensured by insulating the strands of the subdivided conductor (which

typically contains 86? Cu and 14? NbTi) with material that enhances

heat transfer, such as very thin polyamide or polyimide. Mechanical

stability is ensured by winding the subcables around a high strength

steel core (Fig. 8). A 20-MJ test coil is being built by Westinghouse

to evaluate the applicability of this conductor to tokamak poloidal

field systems.

The Large Coil Program

Six superconducting toroidal field coils each measuring 2.5 x 3.5

m and weighing 50 tonnes, will be tested in a toroidal array with peak

fields of 8 T. The coils are different from each other, as illustrated

in Table II. Five are constructed with NbTi, the other with NboSn.

The coolant flow is internal in three of the coils and external in the

other three, all operating at 4.5 K. Five coils utilise support cases,

the other a distributed plate structure.

The external bath-cooling systems are simpler than the internal

forced-flow cooling systems, which utilise liquid helium at 2.5 atm

(supercritical) that flows within the 30* of the cross section of the

conductor that is void. The greater complexity of the internal cooling

system is offset by greater stability of the conductor. In coils

supported by an external case, forces may accumulate before reaching

the case. This can result in unpredictable conductor strains. Another

possible disadvantage is the heavy section welding required. The

distributed plate structure has only a few conductors wound in each
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groove reducing the accumulation of forces on the conductors. However,

the machining costs of this approach are larger and its stiffness to

out-of-plane loads is less than for the welded coil cases.

A local pulse coil will subject the test coils to fields ramped up

to 0.14 T in 2 s, held for 30 s, then ramped down in 1 s to simulate a

large tokamak operation to determine insulator and conductor integrity.

Electrical heaters built into the coils will be used to input heat and

test recovery from normal to superconducting operation.

Future Requirements

The toroidal field coils in fusion reactors must be shielded to

limit the neutron dose reaching the insulators to 5 x 1018 n/cm2

(5 x 109rad). This radiation level may increase the resistivity of

the copper, affecting stabilisation properties. The implication for

reactors is that the ratio of plasma to magnetic volume will be

substantially lower than in present-day tokamaks. Nevertheless, fewer

coils will be needed to maintain acceptable toroidal magnetic field

ripple that affects plasma confinement.

SAFETY ISSUES AND TRITIUM HANDLING IN FUSION REACTORS [6]

In general, the safety of fusion reactor systems compares

favourably with other energy-producing technologies. Specifically, the

development of a temperature transient in the plasma with an ensuing

increment in the power output will cause an enhancement in the

cyclotron radiation by electrons and an increase in the inflow of

impurities from the chamber walls. Both of these effects act to cool

the plasma. Furthermore, fusion reactors will operate at relatively

low power densities (<10 MW/m3), so a blanket coolant system failure

does not lead to catastrophic consequences. Nevertheless, as in all

energy-producing systems, there are areas where minimising the risk of

accidents is necessary and can have an impact on the design.

Tritium in Fusion Reactors

The criteria for self-sustaining fusion are most easily achieved

in systems with deuterium-tritium plasmas. Tritium is a hydrogen

isotope that does not exist in nature, is radioactive with a 12.3-year

half-life, and emits an 18.6-keV beta particle. Fusion reactors will
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operate with a significant inventory C5—40 kg) of tritium. The Tritium

Systems Test Assembly (TSTA) is now in operation at the Los Alamos

National Laboratory; its purpose is to demonstrate the fuel cycle in a

fusion power system, to develop a database for tritium handling, and to

develop reliable tritium-compatible components. Specifically, it

consists of a vacuum chamber with a gas mixture that simulates that at

the end of a burn cycle. The gas is evacuated from the chamber, is

cleansed of all impurities, and is separated into D2, T2, and DT to be

used as fuel in the next burn cycle. Because tritium does not occur in

nature, the blanket systems around reactors will have the dual function

of removing the energy from the neutrons generated in the fusion

reactions and breeding the tritium with the use of lithium compounds«

Activation Implications

Bombardment by high energy neutrons from the fusion plasma

reactions will activate the materials that form the blanket and

structure. Remote maintenance will be necessary in reactors to ensure

acceptable radiation exposure levelso The risk of an accidental

release of radioactivity can be significantly reduced by employing

solid compounds such as LiAlOg for breeding purposes rather than

lithium in liquid metal form, which could trigger a lithium fire due to

its chemical reactivity.

Magnet Accidents

Magnet accidents are a source of some concern because the release

of the large stored energy could severely damage equipment and

precipitate more serious events- leading to radioactive material

release. The "unconditional stability" in superconducting magnet

design minimises the potential for this class of accident.

Radioactive Waste

Fusion plasma by-products are essentially not radioactive.

However, the reactor structural material does become radioactive and

when replaced (or at plant shutdown) must be disposed of appropriately.

For comparison purposes, the biological hazard potential (BHP), which

represents the density of water per kilowatt (thermal) required to

dilute a radioactive material to the maximum permissible concentration
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(MPC), has been established. Fusion reactors compare favourably with

liquid metal fast breeder reactors (LMFBR), as shown in Fig. 9.

CONCLUSION

The principal technologies that are essential for the eventual

construction of a magnetic plasma confinement reactor have been

reviewed. Specifically, heating, containment, and safety issues have

been addressed. The basic components of a neutral beam injector were

described. The high particle energy O100 keV) required for adequate

beam penetration in a reactor plasma demands the development and use of

negative ion beam injectors, unless efficient energy recovery schemes

from the unneutralised beam ion component are realised. The three main

RF wave regimes were discussed. At the present stage of development,

the ICRF range appears most favourable for plasma heating by coupling

wave energy to a minority species of the plasma. The LHRF range has

been useful for driving toroidal plasma currents in tokamaks. The ECRF

range has shown gcod potential for plasma preionisation. The

generators and launching structures required for each regime were

briefly described.

The magnet programme focuses principally on the development of

superconducting magnets, though useful information is still derived

from the copper magnets used in present-day tokamaks. A principal

feature of superconducting magnet design is the requirement to satisfy

"unconditional stability." Projects are under way to test

superconducting coils for mirror devices in MFTF-B, superconducting

toroidal field coils for tokamaks in LCP, and a superconducting

poloidal field system for. tokamaks.

Potential safety-related issues for fusion reactor systems were

identified and discussed; these systems appear to compare favourably

with other energy-producing technologies. Problems associated with

tritium handling are being addressed in the TSTA device.

Though the technological developments in magnet systems, heating

systems, materials, etc., need further advancement, the progress

achieved so far in these areas gives confidence that the ultimate goal

of viable energy production from a magnetic fusion confinement device

will be attained.
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Fig. 1. Functional diagram of a neutral injector.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the multicusp negative Ion

source.

Fig. 3. ICRF half-turn antenna, Faraday shield, ceramic vacuum

feed, and tuning stubs used on FLT fast-wave heating experiments.

The ceil is located on the low magnetic-field region.

Fig. 4. Conceptual design of ICRF antenna with graphite strips

acting as Faraday shield and thermal shield.

Fig. 5. Klystron source used in Alcator-C experiments at MIT.

The Varian klystron (7X0-7849) operates at 1.6 GHz and is rated at

250 kW CW. The gain is 56 dB and th^ efficiency is 15%.

Fig. 6. Layout drawing of a Varian 28-GHz gyrotron

Fig. 7. Magnet field profile and dimensions of the MFTF-B

Tandem Mirror System.

Fig. 8. Overview of the 50-kA conductor to be used in the

20-MJ OH coil at Los Alamos.

Fig. 9. Biological hazard potential with water dilution after

shutdown.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table I. Large copper tokamaks under construction.

Table II. LCP test coil features.
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TABLE I

LARGE COPPER TOKAMAKS UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Ro

Bo
I0.
WEIGHT/COIL
TOTAL HEIGHT

Jc (INBOARD)

POWER
PULSE
ENERGY KLIVERED

<»)

(T)

(«)

(TONNES)
(TONNES)

(W)
(HU)
(SEC)
(SJ)

TFTR

2.8

4.6

3.25

18

360

3.3 x 103

340
9
4.7

JET
3.0

3.4

3.1/4.9

12
380
2.6 x 103

230
20
7

JT-60
3.0

4.5

3.9

40
720

1.6 x 103

390
38
11.6



TABLE I I

LCP TEST COIL FEATUKES

Core bore (specified)

Peak f i e l d (specified)

Ampere-turns

Conductor current

Conductor material

Conductor configuration

Helium conditions

•finding configuration

Structural material

Structure configuration

GD/CONVAIR

Z.S x 3.5 a

8.0 T

6.6S x 106

10.2 kA

NbTi

Flattened cable
In extended-
surface copper
bar

Pool boiling
(4.2 K, 1 itm)

Edge wound in
layers (14)

304 L stain-
less steel

Fully welded
case

GE

8.0 T

6.98 X 106

10.45 kA

tlbTi

16 subeiements.
spiraied around
copper core

Pool boiling
(4 .2 K, 1 atn)

Flat wound in
pancakes (7)

316 LN stain-
less steel

Welded case
with bolted
closure

C

8.0 T

7.36 x 10*

17.8 kA

Nb3Sn

Cable (insulat-
ed strands) In
square conduit

Supercrit ical,
forced flow

la id in spiral
grooves In 26
structural
plates

2219-T87 plates
AZ86 bolts

Grooved f l a t
plates, bolted

EURATOH

2.5 x 3 .5 m

8.0 T

6.62 x 106

11.0 kA

NbTi

22 subeletients.
sptraled around
CrKi core, in
rectangular con-
duit

Supercr i t ica l ,
forced flow

Flat wound in
pancakes (7}

Stainless
steel similar
CO 316 IN

Welded case,
bolted or
welded
closure

JAPAN

8.0 T

6.76 x 106

10.21 kA

NbTI

Flattened
cable in
rough-sur-
face copper
bar

Pool b o i l -
Ing (4.Z K,

• 1. a on)

Edge wound
In pancakes
(ZO)

304 L s ta in -
less steel

Welded case
bolted side
plate
closure

SWITZERLAND

8.0 T

6.6 x 106

15.0 kA

NbTi

Solder-filled
cable Surrounded
by He-filled
copper cable In
square conduit

Supercritical,
forced flow

Pancakes (12

Stainless
steel similar
to 316 IN

Bolted case


